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Saint Germain is known as the Wonderman of Europeâ€•founder of secret societies and the

inspiration for the founding fathers of America. Now he sponsors the Aquarian age. This book

reveals his history through many lifetimes and his purposeâ€•freedom for the earth.
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This is a paper pocketbook, about the size of a 4" x 6" photo with 160 pages. You can easily slip it in

your pocket or purse and read it on your commute to work (assuming you are not driving, of

course).When I first became really interested in metaphysical concepts, Saint Germain's name was

one of the first names that popped up--I cannot even tell you how. I started flipping around the

internet, but couldn't find much on him at the time, other than that he was "the keeper of the violet

flame". That meant very little to me at the time--what was this violet flame?. I assumed he was a

Catholic Saint, because, after all, his name is "Saint" Germain. So, I'm glad to see there is a nice

little book about him, recently published in 2004.The book tells you about his alleged history as

being reincarnated several times as: a high priest on Atlantis, the Prophet Samuel, St Joseph, Saint

Alban, Master Teacher of the Neoplatonists, Merlin, Roger Bacon, Christopher Columbus, Francis

Bacon, and Le Comte de Saint Germain and his lives as these individuals. He is said to be the ruler

of the Aquarian Age [now] and the keeper of the violet flame. The book also tells you about his role

today and what you should do to transcend the challenges of the physical/material world.I know it



probably will sound a little spacey to most people but this book is really only for a very select

audience, at least in my opinion. You will most likely be drawn to it somehow if it is for you. Like me,

you will probably just stumble across it by "accident" if it's meant for you. I guess you could call it

"New Age" reading, although I find that term somewhat misleading. "New Age" stuff is often

concepts that are thousands of years old, and are just brought back to the surface.Believe what

your heart tells you is truth. Namaste'.

I have thoroughly enjoyed this book because of the step by step directions for the meditations and

prayers.The author has precisely described the benefits of the saying these mediations for

improving one's physical, spiritual, and emotional life. I have also used these techniques with my

clients who are requesting prayersfor protection and for increasing energy and vitality. This book is

a must for metaphysical teachers, healers, orfor self-improvement.

For centuries, Eastern and Western spiritual adepts have used a secret tool to promote positive,

healing energy called the violet flame. Saint Germain is one of its foremost proponents. I'd

recommend this book for anyone wanting to know more about this master and his tools for spiritual

accceleration. Very interesting!

I believe it is fair to let everyone know a little more frankly that this is just a supposed history of a

great Alchemist. It is very much about reincarnation and spirit guides so if you are not interested in

these things, move on. It also does not give any real history of Saint Germain himself and is for the

most part a Brotherhood of Light beginners guide. If you are a practicing physical Alchemist, like

myself, this book will do nothing for you.On that note, if you are just being introduced to the special

organizations of the "New Age" this book is alright. You must, however, either take it as instruction

or information. I suggest real Alchemists to look elsewhere.

This is a fascinating read from start to finish. If you ever wanted answers about what happens to

your soul once is gone from or physical body and how karma works and other types of amazing

information.....this is the bookto get.There is so much information and it is well explained. Wow!

Like much psychic writing, you have to already believe in re-incarnation to want this book. For the

skeptics among us, there are assertions that the author makes that are difficult to swallow whole. I'll

admit to being a novice when it comes to reading "channeled wisdom." The concept of multiple



manifestations in several historical persons, while fascinating, is a real rational stretch. There are

stories that "are true even if they never happened." I believe this is a bit of fiction that is not without

its value in asserting understanding what makes for holiestic human living, but the story itself is at

very least an unprovable and unlikely but containing subconscious collective wisdom.

St Germain's fountain of youth is a mystery to us all, but it is an industry that is alive and well even

to this day.

this book is based solely in faith. I am the type of person that discounts anything and disregard

nothing,but the references to this astral worlds could be taken as results of a very active

imagination. at the end of the day I think it depends of how open we are for miracles to happen.
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